Please print inside the boxes provided. Use ‘DD/MM/YY’ format for dates and mark with an ‘x’ in option boxes not a ‘v’.

You have been provided with this 5-character code. It is known as NHSIA/ NACS or ODS code. It is not the 4-character hospital code used for component requests.

Please see codes listed on reverse of request form and supply, if possible.

New section, please tick 1 box only.

REMEMBER! Phone your local RCI department to discuss all urgent crossmatch requests. Write the number of units in the box provided.

This section has been added and the information will inform our reporting comments and requests for follow up samples.

The information provided in this section is very useful and helps to inform our investigations.

Please ensure all request forms are signed and dated. This is a requirement of BSH/ISO15189.

You have been provided with this 5-character code. It is known as NHSIA/ NACS or ODS code. It is not the 4-character hospital code used for component requests.

Please use this space for out-of-hours bleep numbers as well.

Please see codes listed on reverse of request form and supply, if possible.

New section, please tick 1 box only.

REMEMBER! Phone your local RCI department to discuss all urgent crossmatch requests. Write the number of units in the box provided.

This section has been added and the information will inform our reporting comments and requests for follow up samples.

The information provided in this section is very useful and helps to inform our investigations.

Please ensure all request forms are signed and dated. This is a requirement of BSH/ISO15189.